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Hello Tai, Andrew,

Concerning: Run number = 177718 Lumi = 91 event number = 88792310

All timing, lasercalib and intercalib values are reasonable for the 2 channels

discussed below, see [1].

1) EB Channel -51 341

The digis are saturated from the 5th sample onwards, as can be seen in [1].

The recHit is flagged as saturated. The RecHit energy has been set to 2.26e+03 GeV.

This recHit has a swisscross of 0.919 (1.0 - 4neighbours/centre xtal).

Interestingly, the spike flag (kWeird) should be set for a swisscross > 0.890 at this

energy.

It may be that the spike flag was not set due to the saturation flag. Ecal code

experts - is this true??

2) EB Channel -51 342

This channel has an energy of 149 GeV.

 The kDiWeird flag has been set for this neighbouring crystal, indicating that the

energy in the two crystals, 1) and 2), is anomalous with respect to the energy in the

surrounding 6 direct neighbours, see [1].

However the timing and pulse shape for this crystal look correct.

3) An approximate estimate of the energy in the saturated pulse can be found by

taking the ratio of ped subtracted digis in the 4th digi sample in 1) and 2) and

scaling by the energy of 2). This gives an energy of 2086 GeV for 1), which is

similar to its set energy.

4) There are 12 tracks with momenta > 5 GeV, totalling 691 GeV, which are directed

towards this region [1].

In conclusion, the saturated pulse appears to be spike like, but the saturation means

the timing and pulse shape information is not available to investigate this further.

The kDiWeird flag on the neighbouring crystal further supports the hypothesis of a

spike.

The summed track energy in this direction is significantly below the ECAL energy -

again suggesting a spike as the cause of the saturation.

Cheers,

Dave

[1] https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/AnomalousChannels/Sakuma-event-details.txt
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Dear experts,
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The MET group has found a couple of events in which EB spikes were in

reconstructed jets causing larget MET. Please see the slides 16 and 17

of my talk at the MET meeting today:

https://indico.cern.ch/contributionDisplay.py?contribId=9&confId=174689

We are interested to hear how you interpet these events and if you

could suggest how to handle such events.

I put a RECO file with the two events at

/afs/cern.ch/user/s/sakuma/public/outbox

/scan_Run2011B_Jet_19Nov2011_001_CleanedTowers_EB.root

Thank you.

Tai for the MET group
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